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28th June U/ground meet - Matlock Bath 
26th July U/ground meet - Lathkilldale 
4th-5th July Caver's Fair - Mendips 
l 7th-2 l st Sept Overseas meet - France 
4th October Wground meet - Castleton 
16th-19th October U/ground meet - Surrey 
21st November AGM and Annual Dinner 
22nnd November U/ground meet - Pikehall 

ANNUAL DINNER 1998 

The Council of Management has considered the future of 
the Society's Annual Dinner in the light of the small 
proportion of members who attended the 1997 event. 

It has been agreed that the Annual Dinner is an integral 
part of the Society's activities and will continue to be held. 

The date of the AGM/Dinner was also discussed and it was 
agreed to hold it towards the end of November, as 
permitted by the Constitution of the Society, instead of the 
customary first weekend in December. It is hoped that 
bringing these events forward will not conflict with 
members' Christmas preparations and so enable more 
members to attend. 

The 1998 Annual Dinner will be held at the Jackson 
Tor House at Matlock on SATURDAY 21st 
NOVEMBER 1998. 

Please note the "Meet with a Difference" which has been 
arranged for 22nd November. Make it a weekend in 
Derbyshire. 

SOCIETY MEETS 

1. NAMHO FIELD MEET '98, NENTHEAD 

Friday 15th - Sunday 17th May 1998 

Hosted jointly by The Friends ofKillhope and The North 
Pennines Heritage Trust. 

Surface Field Trips: Cowshill and Coptcleugh in 
Weardale, Allenheads Mine and Village, Mining in the 
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Rookhope Valley, Rotherhope Fell Mine, Mining and 
Geology of the Nent Valley. 

Underground Field Trips: Brownley Hill Mine, Rampgill 
Horse Gin, Killhope Mine, Brewery Shaft Winch, Tyne 
Bottom Mine, Caplecleugh to Rampgill, Smallcleugh 
Mine, Barhaugh Coal Pit, Rotherhope Fell Mine, Frazer's 
Hush Mine. 

Accommodation: Selection of various type of 
accommodation available. Details will be sent with the 
booking form. 

Saturday Night Event: Social gathering in Nenthead 
Village Hall. Cost £5 .00 per person 

Field Meet Fee: £5.00 per person attending plus £2.00 
insurance for anyone without BCRA, or equivalent cover. 

Further details and booking forms from Sheila Barker, The 
Rise, Alston, Cumbria, CA9 3DB 

2. YOUD'S LEVEL, MATLOCK BATH 

Sunday 28th June 1998 

Leader:- Paul Chandler 

Meet outside the Peak District Mining Museum, Matlock 
Bath at 10.00am. 

Youd's Level is part of the Masson Mine System and is 
graded as a moderate/difficult oversuit/kneepad trip. There 
is no ladder/ropework and the route follows a small stream 
flowing through mine workings. There are many artefacts 
and miner's graffiti to be seen. The highlight of the trip is 
the "Coffin Level", the longest in Derbyshire at 1200ft 
(365m) and the mine workings will be explored as far as 



"Old Jant Mine" and the "Upper Close Shaft" area, which 5. OLD TOR MINE, CASTLETON 
contains the drawing of the "overseer" may be visited. The 
connecting passage contains two very tight squeezes . Sunday 4th October 1998 
The PDMHS Bulletin Vol 8 No 2 contains a full 
description, surveys and photos of the Masson Mine There will also be a visit to another mine in the area . 
Complex. 

3. LATHKILLDALE MINES 

Sunday 26th July 1998 

Leader:- Paul Chandler 

Meet at the Over Haddon village pay & display car park, 
Grid ref:- SK204665, at 10.00am. 

This is an easy/moderate oversuit/boilersuit trip. There is 
a short (I Oft) ladder climb and an optional short rope 
climb. 

Visits will be made to various mine levels on both sides of 
the Dale, including Manda le Mine. If time pern1its, the 
further reaches of Mandale Mine will be visited and this 
will involve a short rope climb, the crossing of flooded 
stopes and following a "stooping height" mine passage 
which contains a small stream. 

4. NORTHERN FRANCE 

Thursday 17th - Monday 2 lst September 1998. 

Organiser:- Paul Chandler 

This weekend with a difference will have the main 
objective of exploring the World War II German Cross 
Channel Gun Emplacements which are situated close to 
Calais, together with underground structures in the 
Dover/Folkstone area . Accommodation is to be arranged 
at local B&B's or cheap hotels. 

The programme is:
Thursday 
Friday 

Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 

Travel to Dover/Folkstone 
Visit to various underground 
sites in the Dover/Folkstone 
area, travel to France 
Exploring Gun Emplacements 
As above 
Travel home 

It is intended to use the Eurotunnel to cross the Channel 
but ferries may be used if preferred. 

Paul has a fair amount of information on the 
Cross-Channel guns which can be copied if required. 

Two PDMHS members have so far shown interest in this 
visit. Anyone else interested in this "weekend with a 
difference" should contact Paul Chandler as soon as 
possible. 

Don't forget to check that your passport is valid! 

To book your place, please contact Paul Chandler. Tel:
(01246) 220773 (evenings only). 
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Full details will given in the next Newsletter. 

6. SURREY MINES 

Friday 16th - Monday 19th October 1998 
Organiser:- Paul Chandler 

This meet will be hosted by the Wealden Cave and Mine 
Society and will be based in the Merstharn and Godstone 
area. 

Various mines that were worked for Upper Green Sand 
building stone will be visited, including Arch, Quarry and 
Chaldon Bottom Mines. The mines are, for the most part, 
dry, very extensive, contain artefacts, require some 
crawling and one has a 55ft entrance pitch that will be 
rigged for abseil/ladders or SRT if required. 

Four PDMHS members have already booked onto this trip. 
Anyone else who wishes to attend should contact Paul 
Chandler, tel:- (01246) 220773 (evenings only), as soon 
as possible. 

7. MOULDRIDGE MINE, PIKEHALL AND DAISY 
KNOWL GRITSTONE MINE, LONGNOR 

Sunday 22nd November 1998 

Leader:- Paul Chandler 

The Mouldridge Mine trip will be a step back in time 
to the days of candles and old clothes. Members attending 
will need to scour their sheds, lofts etc for old clothes eg 
Harris tweed jackets, corduroy trousers, hobnail boots, old 
boiler suits etc. Lighting will be by candle only, either 
carried in a holder, lantern or fixed on your helmet. A 
helmet will be the only exception to old clothing for 
obvious safety reasons. 

Bring standby lighting, eg torch, and don't forget matches 
or other means of lighting your candle. 

It is hoped to award a prize to the member wearing the best 
period costume. 

MAGPIE MINE FIELD CENTRE 

The fees for members and others using the Magpie Mine 
Field Centre at Sheldon have recently been reviewed. The 
fees, per person, are:-

Day visit 50p per day 
Overnight accommodation:-

Member £1.00 per night 
Non member £5 .00 per night 

The cottage has recently been refurbished and provides 
excellent value for money, whether you just want to call in 
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or stay overnight. The facilities include cooking, flush 
toilet, shower, room heating etc. The Field Centre is there 
for you to use. Make the most of it! 

Bookings and other enquiries should be addressed to:
The Cottage Warden, Mavis Luff, "The Coppins", Wash 
Lane, Ravenstone, Coalville, Leicestershire, LE67 2AZ. 
Tel:- (01530) Sl0905. 

CAVER'S FAIR '98 

This event is being held in the Mendip area on 4th - 5th 
July I99S. 

For further details please contact Mrs Jenny Potts, 3 
Greenway, Hulland Ward, Ashbourne, Derbyshire, DE6 
3FE. Tel:- (01335) 370629. 
E mail:- jenny.potts@ukonline.co.uk 

NEW MEMBERS 

Mr S NWood 

Clare Gee 

MrN Clough 

Mr D Black 

Lisa Payne 

Mr MWeston 

Mr A Dopson 

Mr & Mrs G A Chell 
& Family 

Mr J Harvey 

Mr J Meadowcroft 

Mr & Mrs K Jackson 

MrR Wear 

Mr J L Preston 

Mr A Dare 

36 Rothay Close, Dronfield 
Woodhouse, Sheffield, 
SIS SPR 
S Scaitcliffe View, Todrnorden, 
Lanes, OLI4 SEL 
I 4 Ravenoak Road, 
Woodsmoor, Stockport, 
SK27BQ 
667 Osmaston Rd, Derby, 
DE24 SNF 
10 Flint Way, St Albans, Herts, 
AL36DU 
9 Milford Av, Werrington, 
Stoke on Trent 
55 Carberry Road, Gorton, 
Manchester, MIS SPR 

I29 Byrds Lane, Uttoxeter, 
Staffs, STI 4 7L W 
64 Lea Road, Dronfield, 
Derbyshire, SIS 1 SD 
l Eagle Terrace, Wensley, 
Matlock, Derbys, DE4 2LJ 
49 Sandringham Drive, 
Spondon, Derbys, DE21 7QP 
50 Tatterhall, Toothill, 
Swindon, SN5 SBX 
5 Orchard Crescent, Butt Lane, 
Stoke on Trent, Staffs, ST7 UH 
4 Castle View Drive, Crornford, 
Matlock, DE4 3 RC 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

Mr J Knowles 

MrK Barlow 

46 Dukewood Road, Clayton 
West, Huddersfield, West 
Yorkshire, HOS 9HF 
92B Nortoft Road, 
Charminster, Bournemouth, 
Dorset, BHS SPZ 
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Dr J Barnatt 

Mr & Mrs R Lamb 

Oaklands, 2 I The Front, 
Fairfield, Buxton, Derbys, 
SKI7 7EQ 
3S Northgate, Walkington, 
Beverley, E Yorks, HUI7 SST 

SHORT TERM DERBYSHIRE MINE PROJECTS 

Paul Chandler, PDMHS Meets Co-ordinator, has 
knowledge of a number of Derbyshire mining sites that are 
in need ofremedial or conservational attention . Any 
members who are interested in surface or W1derground 
activity, eg fitting gates, grilling mine entrances, digging 
etc, should contact Paul, tel:- (01246) 220773 (evenings 
only), who may then be able to organise such work. 

HOLME BANK CHERT MINE 

The first W1derground meet of I 99S was held in early 
February at the Holme Bank Chert Mine, Bakewell. 

Before going undergroW1d, Gordon Bowering, our leader 
for the day, briefed the members on the history and 
development of the mine and explained how the chert was 
used in the grinding of flint for use in the pottery industry 
of North Staffordshire. 

Once undergroW1d we were all surprised at the size of the 
passages in the mine. These large size passages were to 
become even bigger towards the end of the trip when we 
travelled along the road that was used to transport the chert 
from the open pit at the top of the hill down to the mine 
entrance. 

The level of the mine entrance is just above river level and 
it was not far down the dip before the flooded workings 
were encountered. The quality of the chert had been 
improving "down dip" and so an extensive pumping 
programme had been set up to enable this area to be 
worked. All that remained of the pumping equipment was 
the large suction pipes that disappeared into the water. 

The method of getting the chert was similar to the old 
fashioned method of getting coal by "hand holing" at the 
bottom of the seam and then dropping the tops. In this 
case the "holing" was done in the limestone and the chert 
was dropped in large blocks . It was these large blocks of 
chert which were required for the mills. 

The limestone and chert was built into packs behind the 
working face, leaving travelling and haulage roads to the 
mine entrance through the packed area . This is another 
similarity to the original longwall method of mining coal, 
when all of the coal was extracted from a long face and the 
area behind was packed with debris, with access roads left 
through the packed area. 

This had been a very interesting trip. The mine was so 
different to the mines we normally visit in Derbyshire, in 
terms of access, product and method of work. Many 
thanks to Gordon for giving permission for access to the 
mine, organising and then leading the meet. 
Wes Taylor 



CLEVELAND WEEKEND 

This weekend event was organised and led by Neil Rowley. 
It was centred on Staithes and there were underground 
visits to the Boulby Potash Mine, the Seaton Tunnel and 
Grinkle Mine. Surface visits were made to the beach 
between Staithes and Port Mulgrave and the Boulby Alum 
Quarries and Works . 

1. Boulby Potash Mine 

Boulby Potash mine is the deepest mine in the UK and a 
party of 18 members and friend gathered for what was to 
be an enthralling visit. After viewing a short promotional 
video that had been produced by Cleveland Potash Ltd, the 
owners of the mine, Neil Rowley, Safety Manager of the 
mine, gave a short presentation on the mining engineering 
aspects of the mine. 

After kitting up it was through the air locks and into the 
cage for the 3600 ft descent into the mine. Our 
underground transport, open backed transit vans, waited to 
take us to the working face. After strapping into our seats 
the van was driven at up to 20 mph, past the "coastline" 
sign, until we approached the working area some 4Yi miles 
out under the sea. 

We had travelled to the working area in roadways that had 
been driven in salt which underlies the potash. Roadways 
driven in this salt stand better than roadways in the potash. 
Short inclines are driven from the salt roads to the potash 
working faces which are classed as "safety lamp" areas. 

The basic method of extracting the potash at Boullby is to 
use a continuous miner in a modified pillar and stall 
method of working. However, in the area visited there is a 
problem with methane gas outbursts so the face is drilled 
and fired before the potash is loaded out. There was an 
advance of about about 20 ft from each round of shots 
fired . 

The potash was loaded on to a shuttle car by the 
continuous miner, taken a short distance to the conveyor 
system which transports the potash to the pit bottom. Skip 
are used to take the mineral to the surface, the winding 
cycle being completely automated. 

The humidity at the working face was high and with the 
temperature being + 30°C, the conditions were akin to being 
in a sauna. The miners said that they got acclimatised to 
the conditions with the aid of several large bodes of water 
each day. 

Back on the surface there was a visit to the winding engine 
house to see the winders in action. The automatic twin 
rope drum winder on the mineral winding shaft, which ran 
at a maximum rope speed of 58 ft/sec, was fascinating to 
watch. The slower, 28 ft/sec max rope speed, man and 
materials winder was equally interesting. 

2. Beach walk from Staithes to Port Mulgrave 

It was a relatively early start for this walk as access to the 
beach is controlled by the state of the tide. This area is 
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both a geologists and mining engineers delight with plenty 
to see in the cliffs and on the beach. 

The strata dips from Staithes to Port Mulgrave and so the 
strata. that was high in the cliffs at Staithes came down to 
sea level, and below, as we walked along the beach. 

The ironstone beds which were mined in the area could be 
identified and old adits, whre the workings had pierced the 
cliffs, could be seen in the cliff face. As the strata dipped 
to sea level the ironstone beds were quarried from the 
beach and the remains of tramways, in the form of slots cut 
in the rock in which to fix sleepers, could be followed 
across the beach. 

At Old Nab, where the main ironstone beds reached sea 
level, the sea has washed the cliff away and left the pillar 
and stall mine workings exposed, complete with broken 
roof supports. Who needs to go underground to see old 
ironstone mines! 

Port Mulgrave is now derelict but the main quay, were 
ships were loaded with the iron-ore, is still in-situ, but the 
loading staithes and the gantry from the tunnel in the cliff 
face have all been destroyed. 

The tunnel was used to transport the iron-ore from the 
Grinkle Mine as well as from the mines just behind the 
cliffs. 

Besides the mining interest of the walk, members found 
many, good quality, fossils on the beach. 

3. Grinkle Mine 

This mine is located in the valley adjacent to the Potash 
Mine. Unfortunately the surface buildings of this mine 
have all been destroyed and the site has been "landscaped", 
there are some features still visible and the adit is 
accessible 

The trackbed of the narrow gauge railway which ran to 
Port Mulgrave is still visible. In order to obtain a level site 
for the mine buildings the stream flowing through the 
valley was diverted through a tunnel into the adjacent 
valley. This tunnel is still accessible but none of us were 
inclined to get wet so it remained unexplored. 

Close to the adit entrance there were a few foundations of 
buildings/equipment but it was impossible to define their 
past application. 

One of the dangers of exploring disused ironstone mines is 
the presence of noxious gases at the expense of oxygen. 
When we went into Grinkle Mine we had an oxygen level 
meter with us. 

A short way into the mine we encountered glutinous mud -
the sort were you tend to leave your wellies at each step. 
Shortly afterwards the oxygen meter started to sound off 
and we needed no encouragement to leave this mine. 

Our next port of call was the old fan house and ventilation 
shaft in the next valley. We walked over the field 
accompanied by the wailing of the oxygen meter which, 
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even in very fresh air, was indicating a low oxygen level in 
the atmosphere. So much for the wonders of electronic 
technology! Tommorrow we would use an old fashioned, 
but reliable device. 

The rusting fan was still in-situ in the fan house but the 
motors and bearings had all disappeared. A section of the 
wall in the fan drift has been removed and it is possible to 
see the top of the open shaft. 

4 . Seaton Tunnel 

This tunnel, which is about a mile long, was driven from 
the end of the steam hauled railway from the Grinlde Mine 
at Dalehouse to Port Mulgrave. Ironstone mined at the 
Rosedale Mine in the cliffs behind Port Mulgrave was also 
transported to Port Mulgrave via this tunnel. Wagons 
were hauled through the tunnel by a "main and tail" rope 
haulage system. The track gauge was 3 ft and each wagon 
carried 8 tons of ore, 8 wagons to a train . 

The landowner has a number of plans of the tunnel and 
mine and so we were able to plan our route before we went 
into the tunnel. 

We entered the landward end of the tunnel, this time 
equipped with a flame safety lamp as our "oxygen level" 
detector. The tunnel was in very good condition with some 
rails still in-situ . After a few hundred yards the water level 
approached the "top of the wellies" depth and we took the 
advice of the landowner and turned off into the old pillar 
and stall workings. 

These old workings were in remarkable condition even 
though a layer of shale had collapsed from the roof in 
virtually all of the stalls. A lot of waste material had been 
deposited in the stalls but a travelling way, and consequent 
ventilation path, had been left open. As we had planned to 
go on to the Boulby Alum Quarries later in the day, this 
was a relatively short trip . 

5. Boulby Alum Quarry and Works 

This walk left us pondering on what we had seen. The 
quarry was high on the cliff north of Staithes and besides 
the quarry operation, the first stage in the extraction of the 
alum was carried out on site. 

The primary part of the extraction process involved 
extremely large piles of shale and bracken being burnt, for 
up to a year, before the required salts were leached out of 
the burnt shale with water in leaching pits. The 
concentrated salt solution was then run down a leat which 
ran southwards to the Alum Works for the recovery of the 
final product. 

The quarry, empty burning pits and a full burnt pit were 
obvious. There were some leaching pits on the very edge 
of the cliff but at this point things became very unclear. 
There has been considerable erosion of the cliff and parts 
of the site have succumbed to the sea. The remaining 
leaching pits are right on the cliff edge and there must have 
been many more of these pits to handle the amount of burnt 
shale from a single burning. It also appears that when the 
site was operational there were erosion problems, as there 
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appeared to be deviations and gaps to tunnels and leats 
which we believe carried the liquor to the works. 

The works buildings have been converted to modern living 
accommodation. There is still a hollow in the grounds of 
the property which is believed to be the shaft up which coal 
etc was hauled after being unloaded from boats on the 
beach below. 

The weekend was enjoyed by all the members present and 
our thanks go to Cleveland Potash Ltd for allowing us to 
visit the mine and to use the site as a base for the other 
outings. We also thank the very knowledgeable Neil 
Rowley for organising and leading a meet to an area which 
has so much to offer the industrial archaeologist, the mine 
historian and the geologist. 
Chris Heathcote and Wes Taylor 

DANGER FROM KARABINERS 

The British Mountaineering Council Technical Committee 
has passed papers to the NCA Equipment Officer relating 
to an inquiry into the fatal accident to a young person 
during an abseiling exercise. This abstract from the paper 
is to remind members of the dangers of using karabiners in 
the incorrect manner. 

1. Danger from Figure-8/Karabiner combination 

It has been established that in the accident referred to 
above, the "figure-8" loaded the gate of the karabiner with 
the full weight of the abseiler in a configuration which 
applied the load in a torsional (twisting) manner. The gate 
was broken and the "figure-8" was released with fatal 
consequences. 

It has been found that ifthe suspended person is below 
normal weight (circa 70kg) the gate is normally strong 
enough to support this abused load, as the force applied is 
marginally below the breaking strain of the gate. The 
breaking strain can easily be exceeded by heavier persons. 

The moral is simple! Always ensure that no suspended 
load is applied across the gate of a karabiner. 

2. Weakness of a Karabiner Gate 

The gate of a karabiner should NEVER be considered to 
be a load bearing component. In situations where the 
loading of a link system is likely to be other than a simple 
pull, a maillon rapide provides a much safer means of 
attachment. 

This investigation illustrates just how low the breaking 
strain of the karabiner gate really is, and how close this 
breaking strain is to the forces which can easily be applied 
in normal abseiling. 
Speleoscene 

MORE EARTHOUAKES IN NORTH 
STAFFORDSHIRE 

An earthquake measuring 2.2 on the Richter scale was 
recorded on 22nd December 1997 in the Newcastle under 



Lyme area . It was centred 500 metres to the south of the 
M6 Keele Services and shook homes and businesses 
around Butterton and Whitmore. A week earlier there had 
been an earthquake of magnitude 1.8 in the same area. 
Geologists at Keele University consider the quakes to be 
classic examples of tremors produced by current mining 
activity. Silverdale Mine is the only deep mine operating 
in the area. 
NSGGA 

WHAT AN ADDRESS! 

The following address was noted in a recent edition of the 
Craven Pothole Club publication "Record". The name of 
the Craven Cub member has been deleted. 

A Member, 121 Rojana Connndo-Plaza, Village No 3, 
Asian Highway, Klongsuanplu Sub-District, Phra Nakhon 
Sri Ayudhaya District, Phra Nakhon Sir Ayundhaya 
Province, 1300, Thailand. 
R Paulson 

RUSSIAN MINE EXPLOSION 

At least 59 coal miners were killed in a methane gas 
explosion at Zyryanovskaya Colliery in the Kusbass 
Region of southern Siberia . The gas explosion was 
followed by a powerful coal dust explosion. 
Mining Journal 

BOOK REVIEWS 

"Mechanisation in Coal Mining" by Charles Round. 1996, 
xi+ 399pp, 68 photos, 15 figs, 4 plans, 3 charts and 4 
others . Cost £23 .50. 

This is a fascinating autobiography of a man who left 
secondary school without any qualifications and started 
work in the coal mining industry at the age of 14 as an 
underground pony driver. By sheer hard work at night 
school, and later at technical college, he qualified at an 
early age as a mining engineer and colliery manager. He 
soon progressed to the highest area production and 
managerial posts. 

This book will appeal to a wide audience and will take its 
place in posterity as an invaluable and essential historical 
record of the evolution of the British mining industry. It 
tells the story from the pick and shovel, steam engine and 
belt driven eras to the modem, fully powered coal-cutting, 
road driving, roof supporting, underground coal and 
personnel transport system era, with their vastly improved 
productivity and safety records. 

The author is a brilliant engineer and throughout the book 
one is impressed by his ingenuity in designing and 
developing coal mining equipment. This constant drive to 
achieve a fully mechanised scenario increased productivity 
by over 20 tin1es. Unfortunately success came too late to 
save the industry from the savage effects of the Thatcher 
government. 
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The author is also a dazzling diplomat, well able to 
negotiate with top management or at shop floor level. The 
difficulties experienced in overcoming "backward looking 
practices", "management by fear" and "small minds in big 
jobs" are vividly portrayed. In virtually every position he 
was able to increase productivity, only the stubborn Welsh 
thwarted him. 

He describes many well known personalities and was on 
first name tenns with Lord Robens. Some Board 
members, however, proved to be difficult people to get on 
with. His "warts and all" vignettes of these folk will 
probably provide the lawyers with work for many years to 
come. 

Finally the management of the NCB proved to be too much 
for him and he took early retirement at the age of 58. He 
then undertook mining consultancy work for a number of 
years with assignments emanating from within the UK to 
Spain and the USA 
Tony Oldham 

"A History of the Sandwell Park Collieries" by Nigel A 
Chapman. 1997. AS soft back, 13lpp, 35 photo, 15 plans, 
16 illus, 4 app. Cost £8.50. 

This book tells the story of the life of a colliery from the 
initial planning stage, through its working life, its 
expansion and eventual demise. 

The Sandwell Park Colliery was sited in an area where 
mining engineers of the day considered that the South 
Staffordshire coal was absent. The first part of the book, 
therefore, describes the development of the colliery in this 
"barren" coalfield. 

The Jonah's were proven to be wrong when the Thick Coal 
was found and developed. Besides being a fascinating 
book which tells the story of the ups and downs of a 
particular colliery and its satellite (Jubilee Colliery) it 
spells out the difficulties in working the Staffordshire 
Thick Coal, namely the thickness, spontaneous combustion 
and the effect of having massive sandstone overlying the 
coal. 

The the mines ceased production in 1960 but the book 
includes details of the few remaining structures of the 
collieries . 

The book contains a few classic photographs of working 
the Thick Coal. The plans illustrate how both the surface 
and underground layouts altered over the years. 

It is a well produced book which is interesting to read, 
instructive and educational. Well worth a place on 
anyone's bookshelf. 
Wes Taylor 

"Land Restoration and Reclamation - Principles and 
Practice" by J A Harris, P Birch and J Palmer. A5, soft 
cover, 230pp, about 70 tables and diagrams, 4 photos. 
Published by Longman, 1996. Cost £20 .99. 

The book is very much for "discussion", even the title 
seems odd, surely reclamation comes before restoration! 



Most "disturbed" or changed areas of land (again the book 
shows the need for precision - disturbed, degraded, derelict 
and contaminated each has its own definition) has to be 
reclaimed before it can be restored. In fact, few sites today 
are truly restored to their original condition - what is 
"original" anyway! 

Once this is all sorted out the book is easier to follow. It 
looks at the way mining, quarrying construction and other 
related industries change the natural environment and then 
at the methods of restoring the disturbed land to an 
acceptable afteruse. 

Today this does not mean simply restoring to agriculture; 
other uses are permissible and recreation, conservation and 
amenity use are now fully accepted. To those involved in 
mining history it is satisfying to see that consideration of 
historic interest is included in the assessment papers. 

There are a few doubtful comments as on Page 27, the 
reviewer is unaware of any provision in the Mines & 
Quarries Act which directs the Opencast Executive to 
"draw up a detailed restoration plan prior to permission 
being granted for work to begin". Overall, however, it is a 
fine textbook and undoubtedly fulfils the needs of students 
in the newly combined mining and environments courses 
and it is a source book for practising personnel. As 
explained on the back cover, these are the groups for whom 
it was intended - it does not seem to assist the mining 
historian in his chosen path. 
I J Brown 

"Database of metal mine impacts in Wales. Construction 
of a database as a bank of information and environmental 
assessment tool" produced by the National Rivers 
Authority Welsh Region. Final report, January 1996. 

This report contains some 1,300 mines provided by Robert 
Protheroe-Jones (Mine Consultant) and extracted from 
(for example) the DoE Review of Mining Instability in 
Great Britain, the work of David Bick, R W Vernon et al. 

Only non-ferrous metal mines are considered. The mines 
are listed in various ways including alphabetically, 
National Grid Reference etc 
Paul Sowan 

NEW PUBLICATIONS 

''The Miners Flame Lamp Book" by Henry A Potts. 1995. 
865pp, 446 footnote refs, 3700+ illus, 28 appendices. 
Cost £55.00. 

This book is available to order from the Peak District 
Mining Museum. 

"Geologists Association Guide No 59 - Geology of 
Hadrian's Wall" by GAL Johnson. Cost £8 .50. 

"Handbook for British and Irish Archaeology Sources and 
Resources" compiled by Cherry Lavell. Paperback, 
440pp. Cost £29.95. 
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Answer all your questions with a single source book! A 
truly comprehensive, dedicated and reliable source book of 
British and Irish Archaeology. It includes a full subject 
and author index. 

"The Dartmoor Tin Industry" by Phil Newman. 80pp, 20 
illustrations, 20 b&w photos, index, glossary. Cost £4.95 . 

The Dartmoor tin industry has been the focus of much 
historical and archaeological research in recent years but 
until now no book has concerned itself with this subject 
alone. This new guide includes established and recently 
researched material to give the reader a clear, up-to-date 
interpretation of remains left by the tinners to be seen on 
Dartmoor today. 

"Steam Engines of Thomas Newcommen" by LTC Rolt & 
JS Allen . Cost £17.99. 

RECENT BGS STAFF PAPERS 

1. "Going for gold, black and yellow" by R A B Bazley. 
Irish Scientist, Oct 199 5. 
2. "Bismouth-bearing assemblages from the Northern 
Pennine Orefield" by R A Ixer, B Young and C J Stanley. 
Mineralogical Magazine, 60(2), No 399,1996. 
3. "Long Rake Spar Mine, Youlgrave" by RP Shaw. 
PDMHS Bulletin, 12(5), 1995 . 
Paul Sowan 

MEDIA EXTRACTS 

Home Fires Burning - A plan to support the UK's deep 
coal mining industry by selling electricity produced at 
coal-fired generator stations to consumers who want to 
support the coal industry has been unveiled by Eastern 
Group, the electricity generator, and RJB Mining, the 
troubled coal production company. Financial Times 

Coal Collusion - A Welsh-based coal producer has alleged 
that Government plans to prevent the collapse of the coal 
mining industry are being undermined by collusion between 
its own Environmental Agency and a cosy cartel of big 
power generators. Guardian 

Power Sale - Rio Tinto, the Anglo-Australian mining 
group, and a US associate have sold their interests in an 
Indonesian power plant and transmission facilities . Finical 
Times 

Coal-Fired Market - Electricity generators may be forced 
to sell coal-fired power stations to mining companies to 
stimulate the market for coal. Times 

Silverdale Colliery to Close - More than 300 miners are to 
lose their jobs when Silverdale Colliery in North 
Staffordshire closes in the near future . Guardian 
Roger Gosling 



b 
BLUE HILL TIN WORKS 

The Blue Hill Tin Works are located near St Agnes, 
Cornwall. A five head stamp battery, driven by a 
waterwheel, a ball mill and shaking table have been set up 
and a working miner and his son are reworking old tips. 
The tin is smelted on site. 

In an hour on this site you can learn more about stamping 
mills and the smelting of tin than can be gleaned from text 
books. 
Welsh Mines Society 

SHROPSHIRE ENGINE HOUSES 

Shropshire County Council has consolidated Ladywell 
Engine House and work is in progress on White Grit. 
Welsh Mines Society 

SPEEDING THE PRODUCTION OF MINING 
REPORTS 

The Coal Authority has a duty to provide public access to 
mining infonnation. The majority of this infonnation is 
required by solicitors and local authorities in the fonn of 
"property searches" to be included in a coal mining report. 
These requests are received at a rate in excess of one 
thousand per day and a fast response to these enquiries is 
required. 

To produce these reports, the Coal Authority uses a data 
base that it inherited from British Coal. This data can be 
interrogated spatially to produce a written report. 

The basic problem was getting an accurate spatial 
reference quickly. 

To overcome this problem, the Coal Authority has entered 
into a Service Level Agreement with Ordnance Survey 
which gives access to the Ordnance Survey digital maps . 

The new system allows properties to be located quickly 
and accurately and has significantly reduced the time 
required to provide the report. 
Pau/Sowan 

PROSECUTION OF MINE OWNERS 

After an explosion of methane at Graig Merthyr Colliery, 
South Wales in June 1994, the owner, manger, mine 
deputy and workmen were prosecuted at Swansea Crown 
Court. The charges covered inadequate ventilation, lack of 
inspections, failure in supervision, manner of use of 
explosives, inadequate searching for contraband, smoking 
underground etc. 

All of the officials were found guilty on various counts but 
the workmen were found not guilty. The manager had his 
First Class "Managers" Certificate cancelled. 
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BRISTOL UNIVERSITY STUDY TOURS - 1998 

Bristol University Department of Continuing Education 
has released its programme of Study Tours for 1998. 

They are: 
1. Geology in North Pembrokeshire - May 
2. Geology of the Isle of Wight - June 
3. Pre-Cambrian Geology in the Outer Hebrides -

June 
4. Ice and Fire; Geology and Scenery in Iceland -

July 
5. Santorini: Living with a Volcano - September 
6. Pompeii and Herculaneum - October 

Further information is available from Dr P G Hardy, 
University of Bristol, Department of Continuing 
Education, 8 - 10 Berkeley Square, BRISTOL, BS8 lHH. 
Tel: (0117) 928 7155. 

A TALE FROM THE COURTROOM 

Q: "Doctor, before you performed the autopsy did 
you check for a pulse?" 
A: "No" 
Q: "Did you check for blood pressure?" 
A: "No" 
Q: "Did you check for breathing?" 
A: "No" 
Q: "So, then it is possible that the patient was alive 

when you began the autopsy?" 
A: "No" 
Q: "How can you be so sure Doctor?" 
A: "Because his brain was sitting in a jar on my 
desk" 
Q: "But could the patient have still been alive 
nevertheless?" 
A: "It is possible that he could have been alive and 
practising law somewhere ....... " 

COPY FOR THE JULY 1998 EDITION OF THE 
NEWSLETTER 

The deadline for material for the next edition of the 
Newsletter is 3rd June 1998. Copy, articles, photographs, 

letters etc should be sent to:-
Wes Taylor, 18 Station Lane, Walton on Trent, 

SW AD LIN COTE, Derbys, DE12 8NA. 
Tel:- (01283) 713315. 

PEAK DISTRICT MINES HISTORICAL SOCIETY LTD 
Limited by Guarantee Registered Charity No 504662 

Registered Office: Peak District Mining Musewn, The Pavilion, South 

Parade, Matlock Bath, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3NR. 

Tel:- (01629) 583834. 

Web-Site:-http://i.nfo.exeter.ac.uk/-RBurt/MinHistNet 
The contents of this Newsletter are in the Public Domain and may be 
reproduced without pennission provided due acknowledgement is 
made of the source. 
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Society. Copy 
submitted for publication is not checked by the Editor for 
accuracy. 


